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Of fish and
calculus: URSA
Showcase features
‘Fish Math’
Josh Hartman
Sun Star

Library online databases (5.6%)

In response to many biology students
wondering when calculus was ever going
to be useful to them, Milo Adkison, a UAF
Fisheries professor, gave a presentation
titled: “Fish Math, or “Why We Make
You Take Calculus.” The lecture took
place for this month’s Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly Activity (URSA)
Research Showcase on Jan. 20 in Schaible
Auditorium.
Adkison opened the presentation
by explaining how an understanding of
mathematics benefits scientists in the
biological field. Biologists, like Adkison,
who use statistics and applied math to
solve problems are called biometricians.
When looking at biology and ecology
through a lens of math and statistics you
can see things that you wouldn’t have
noticed otherwise, Adkison said.
Adkison spoke about a case in Juneau
where scientists were puzzled by a 65
percent decline in harbor seals between
1992 - 2002. The original hypothesis
was that sea lions, whose population has
increased, were attacking the harbor seals.
However, it was also possible the
sightings of sea lion attacks were just
coincidence.
To test this hypothesis, Adkison and
his colleagues looked at data showing the
number of sea lions attacking harbor seals
observed over the years. If the sea lions
were attacking the seals, then the number
of attacks should increase as the sea lion
population increases.
A technique called “bootstrapping”
was used to analyze the results.
Bootstrapping allows someone to see
if a set of data, like the sea lion attacks,
is random or statistically significant. Using
this technique, it was determined that as
the sea lion population increased it was
unlikely the attacks were increasing.
The next hypothesis was that there
were “A few oddball sea lions eating
harbor seals,” according to Adkison.
At one location the data would have
been fairly accurate due to constant
surveillance by biologists, according to
Adkison. The results from this station
showed that there was an average of one
seal killed every sixty hours.
This average, however, could be
skewed due to the fact that it’s more
difficult to see attacks at night and there
are less biologists available in the winter.
In order to account for this, Adkison
and his colleagues came up with a low and
a high estimate.

URSA (15%)
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Gary Pohl, encrusted in ice, makes it to the top of Miller Hill in the Chilli Buns Race on Saturday, Jan. 23. - Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

Athletes dash through Chilli Buns Run
Sarah Manriquez
Photo Editor

Early on Saturday, Jan. 23, the sun
illuminated the silhouette of the bus transit
station across from the Patty Center.
Runners emerged from their vehicles,
most fashioned in neon yellow attire. They
came to participate in the annual Chilli
Buns Run held by Running Club North, a
local non-profit community club dedicated
to the promotion of running and runningrelated activities in Interior Alaska.

The Chilli Buns Run has never been
cancelled due to weather or temperature;
in fact, the coldest this race has ever been
conducted was at 50 below, according to
race director George Berry.
At 11 a.m. the 18 participants trotted
out of the bus transit station and readied
themselves at the starting line. On the
race director’s count they were off, dashing
out of the parking lot and down the street.
They had 6.5 miles of trail ahead of them.
Like most races hosted by Running
Club North, the Chilli Buns Run is open

to anyone who would like to participate.
There is no pre-registration or entry fee.
Runners show up the day of the race
ready to run.
Saturday proved to be technically
challenging, with a few slick spots to
contend with along the trail, according
to Berry. Ice accumulated on the runners’
faces with every breath and stride that
further propelled them down the trail.
“This is an elite group of runners
today,” Berry said. “With these conditions

Continued “Chilli Bun Run” pg. 2

Over years, advisory boards adjust technology fee
Spencer Tordoff
Web Editor

The UA technology fee, like so many
others tacked on during registration,
evades notice, having largely faded
from institutional memory since its
implementation almost 20 years ago. The
charge is easy to confuse with the UA
Network Fee, which would seem to cover
the same educational needs. And costing a
maximum of $60 per semester for a fulltime student, it’s one of the easier pills to
swallow.
So what does the technology fee pay
for at UAF? As of now, mostly smart
classroom and computer lab maintenance.
That was not always the case.

fees would only fund projects at UAF, and
so forth.
The fee resolution also stipulated that:
“Each chancellor, director or president
will ensure that student representatives
participate in the decision-making process
related to the use of the revenue at each
campus.”
Beyond this requirement, no
guidelines were given. Each campus
was left to determine its own spending
priorities and methods. UAS allocated
funds through its Teaching, Learning
and Technology Roundtable (TLTR),
UAA created the University Technology
Council (UTC) and UAF formed its

Similar to its Anchorage and Southeast
counterparts, the TAB was staffed with a
cross-section of UAF personnel, but with
more of an emphasis on students. Indeed,
students held a voting majority in the tech
board’s makeup: four undergraduates,
one graduate student, two staff members
and two faculty holding voting seats, with
three non-voting members — typically
department heads, deans or the provost.
One could argue that UAF’s structure
was the most pragmatic of the campuses.

Continued “Technology fee” pg. 3
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Planning for the Unknown
In 1997, the potential impact of the
Internet and information technology as
a whole was becoming apparent. The
UA Board of Regents responded with
a $5-per-credit fee covering unforeseen
technology needs. The new fee applied
at each of the three major campuses;
Fairbanks, Anchorage and Southeast. The
Regents’ tech fee mandate specified that
funds will be spent only at the campus
where they were collected — UAF tech

Technology Advisory Board, commonly
known as TAB.
A Focus on Innovation

15%

12.5%
10.6%

12.4%
7%

36.6%

OIT Student labor (12.5%)
OIT Lab maintenence (10.6%)
OIT Smart classroom builds/
maintainence (36.6%)
Library student checkout (7%)
Library labs/facilities (12.4%)

*approximate based on 2015 data

Nanooks basketball rocks the Patty Center
Aaron Walling
Sun Star

It’s always great to come home; just
ask the Nanooks Women’s Basketball
Team, who beat two conference rivals en
route to push their home record to 7-3
on the season at the Patty Center. Against
Saint Martin’s, it was women’s junior
Kailee Skjold who came up huge with 19
points and ten rebounds to beat the Saints
66-60. The other game, had junior Jaylee
Mays come up clutch to help the Nanooks
win 58-56 in a thrilling matchup against
Seattle Pacific for the first time in 14 years.
“These are the games you love to
watch on TV, but you really have a
hard time coaching when you’re in the
moment,” Head Coach Cody Bench said.
“I’m so proud of our team’s defensive

Tweet us! @ uafsunstar

resolve down the stretch. We had a lead,
and SPU came back. But we were able to
have a good offensive possession, followed
by an amazing defensive possession, and
you can’t ask for any better down the
stretch. I hope these girls remember this
night for a long time.”
This was after the thrilling win
over the Falcons from Seattle Pacific.
The Nanooks had themselves in the
driver seat throughout the first three
quarters eventually putting themselves
up by eight midway through the fourth
quarter. However, that’s when sophomore
Courtney Hollander and senior Molly
Grager for the Falcons’ came alive to
put them up by two with 15.5 seconds
remaining. Hollander dropped a doubledouble with 14 points and 12 rebounds
found Brianne Lasconia for the layup in
the final minute of the fourth quarter. It
was crunch time, and big players make big

plays.
Insert Jordan Wilson, who found
Jaylee Mays amongst the tall bodies of the
Falcons. Mays dropped into the teeth of
the defense to make a layup over Hannah
Rodrigues and was fouled on the play.
Mays delivered on the freethrow to put the
Nanooks up by one with 5.7 seconds left
on the clock. With 2.9 left, Hollander was
called for an offensive foul which ended
the game. Beating the Falcons was huge
for Alaska, for it was the first time they had
beaten them since the 2001-2002 season.
Bench was happy to see this result
from her team, which has had many
adversities.
“It’s really emotion for me as a coach
to get this win,” Bench said. “When I
got here, we would lose to Seattle Pacific
by 20 or 30 points. I think tonight is a
stepping stone win for our program. This
team has went through so much adversity

Like us on Facebook!

this season, first with losing Stephanie
Toumson, and then not being eligible for
postseason. Credit these kids for not giving
up. They’ve turned this program into what
I always thought it could be.”
This season the Nanooks are not
allowed to play in the postseason due to
NCAA violations from 2014 - 2015. But
with these wins, they can build for the
future of the program as next season will
mark the final one for key contributors
to the Nanooks in Jordan Wilson, Jaylee
Mays and Kailee Skjold as they push for
the Great Northwest Athletic Conference
tournament in their final season.
The Nanooks will look to play spoiler
for the rest of the season ruining other
teams’ dreams to play in the postseason.
Each win prepares them for the next
season and the seasons to come.

Follow us on Instagram!
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Let them eat cake: senators bid to increase involvement
Matt Mertes
Sun Star

Present: Benjamin Anderson-Agimuk,
Cordero Reid, Zachry White, Sabrina
Martin, and Diane Murph.
Absent excused: Jonathan Quiñones
and Ryan Cain.
Absent: Brandon Blum.
This week, the student organization
discussed ideas to get more participation
in student politics. As of now the senate
has only 9 out of 14 seats filled—this is
something that ASUAF wants to change.
A non-monetary incentive should be
the way to go, Senator Diane Murph said.
Something as simple as having brownies
or cookies provided for meetings might
be a good way of making the position of
student senator more desirable.
There is not, as of now, a great reward

for students to want to become senators,
according to Senator Sabrina Martin. The
only thing they can look forward to is the
feeling they get from participating in the
ASUAF.
While this is a great draw for
some, it may be one of the reasons why
involvement in student government is
waning. Martin’s ideas included such
incentives as tuition wavers, book waivers
or actually paying senators a small
amount.
President Mathew Carrick had
some major concerns with incentivizing
senators.
“If you look at research on motivation
and what motivates people, one of the
things you find is that small financial
incentives actually discourage people,”
Carrick said. “With that you either have
to go big or have nothing at all.”
Among Carrick’s other concerns are
that ASUAF would be taking away some
funding from other ares suck as travel or
club funding, money that would otherwise

be going to fee paying students that don’t
otherwise have any affiliation with the
student government.
“This would encourage kind of a
quote ‘wrong reasons’ to join, whereas
maybe we should be focusing more
on trying to get people to join for the
leadership opportunities or resume
building,” President Carrick said.
If they were to have a small
financial incentive it may actually cause
participation to fall, according to Senator
Reid.
“On the flip side of that, [there is] the
idea of saying that, ‘you already have this,
but, if you slack or you don’t do what we
expect you to do, we can take it away,”
Senator Reid said. The concern was that
this may not be appropriate action for the
organization.
ASUAF could start polling students or
start a petition to see what students have to
say on the issue, Senator Reid said
Senator Zachary White refuted
President Carrick’s concerns.

“The wrong reasons could be
anything, because it seems you are arguing
intent. I could have joined because I want
to put this on job application,” Senator
White said.
Seeking a senate position because of a
possible waiver or other financial incentive
does not go hand in hand with ill intent,
according to Senator White.
If this were to be enacted, the ASUAF
should not use any funds from student fee
money, Anne Williamson, ASUAF office
manager and advisor, said.
She instead suggested that ASUAF
pull funds from an established trust—
trying to give an alternative funding source
that would not easily be misconstrued as
abuse of senators powers.
“The trust fund board is not composed
entirely of senators or ASUAF members
even,” Williamson said.
ASUAF will be seeking student input
on the matter.

Chilli Buns Run

since 1986, but didn’t become official
until 1993 during which time UAF used
to run the Equinox Marathon. In 1992
there was an early snowfall and the race
was cancelled. A handful of what, Bob
Vitale, Vice President of Running Club
North described as sturdy and dedicated
runners still showed up despite the
cancellation and ran anyway. The group
then formalized, took over the Equinox
Marathon and hosted it ever since.
Running Club North has an active
calendar of events. Every Wednesday
they meet in front of the Patty Center
at 5:45p.m. for what they call their
“Fahrenheit be Damned” run. No matter
the temperature they set out and run at
least 5-7 miles which they cover in about
45 minutes to an hour and half. Anyone
can join in these runs.

Continued from page 1

Ed Debevec takes a breather and sips a cup of warm water after crossing the finish line in 6th
place with a time of 49:38. - Sarah Manriquez / Photo Editor

URSA
Continued from page 1
Using their estimate, they found out
about how many attacks occurred in a
year. They determined that sea lion attacks
could only cause a 12.4 percent decline.
The conclusion the sea lions were
probably contributing to the problem, but
were not the main problem themselves.
“Something that looks like common
sense... it just doesn’t stand up when you

put actual numbers to it and do some
calculations,” Adkison said.
The second example began with a
look at salmon escapements and nutrients.
Escapements are the amount of salmon
that are allowed to escape from fishers.
The salmon that escape fishers travel
upstream and die, leaving their carcasses.
These carcasses are full of nutrients the
salmon collected in the ocean. The more
nutrients in the ecosystem the healthier it
will be, leading to more healthy salmon.
“When you have a healthy salmon
population the trees grow much bigger
and much faster,” Adkison said. “It’s
amazing how big of an impact salmon
have.”
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and this temperature the experienced
runner might be able to do it in under 40
minutes.”
Berry’s estimate was not far off. First
place runner, Patrick Sartz was clocked
at 44:14. Second place runner, Tanvir
Kalam, came in at 46:23 and third place
runner, Nick Shamrell, at 47:24.
Upon completion of the race, the
ice–encrusted runners were greeted with
warm drinks and pastries provided by
Lulu’s Bakery inside the bus transit station.
They were able to relax and defrost as
more participants continued to roll in
every few minutes.
“It’s a great thing to do with a good
group of characters,” Sartz said.
Running Club North has been around

Adkison explained Euler’s Identity,
which contains mathematical constants
like “e” and “π”. These constants have
an infinitely long tail of numbers after
the decimal and they can be estimated
by adding together an “infinite series” of
other numbers.
“I thought, wow that’s really neat, but
I’ll never use it,” Adkison said. “I actually
got to use it on a biological problem.”
Adkison and his colleagues created
a formula that added up the amount
of nutrients from the salmon that
accumulated each year. This formula was
an infinite series.
“People are thinking about and
adjusting escapement to ensure that
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adequate nutrients are getting back into
the system,” Adkison said. “I think that
Fish and Game does a pretty good job of
setting escapement goals in Alaska.”
However, if it takes very large
escapements to increase ecosystem health
or if the nutrients are flushed from the
ecosystem too quickly it may not make
economic sense to increase escapements,
according to Adkison.
URSA will sponsor these showcase
events for the rest of the semester with one
occurring every month on the second to
last Wednesday.
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Letters to the Editor
T he Sun Star welcomes
commentary from our readers!
Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 250 words. Please
include the author’s full name
and contact information (phone,
e-mail or address). E-mail your
letters to editor@uafsunstar.com.
Letters must be received by 5 p.m.
Friday in order to be run in the
next issue. All letters are subject to
editing for brevity and grammar.
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Sea ice
monitoring stars
in Science for
Alaska series
Josh Hartman
Sun Star

The UAF Geophysical Institute is
putting on free lectures in the Westmark
Fairbanks Hotel’s Gold Room from Jan.
19 to Feb. 23. The lectures will be given
by scientists from UAA and UAF about
various scientific topics pertaining to
Alaska. Lectures will occur weekly on
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. with the first starting
on Jan. 19.
The first lecture of the series was given
by Martin Cenek, an assistant professor
of computer science at UAA. He was
suggested to present by Alaska EPSCoR,
which he works for.
Cenek’s presentation was titled “What
do nano-technology, brain and border
patrol have in common?”
His presentation started out with a
brief history of computer technology
and its usefulness to humans. He then
used biological examples like ants and
human brain cells as a metaphor for how
biological machines show self-regulating
and self-organizing behavior.
Cenek explained how devices with
antennas can be used to make this selforganizing network. In order for the
network to operate it only requires the
devices to be able to communicate with
their immediate neighbors.
The devices can remain active for
seven months on a AAA battery and
can communicate with a neighbor up
to 40 kilometers away. They can also be
fitted with other modules such as WiFi
connection or a microphone.
Cenek gave two examples of
applications for the device network:
using them to monitor ice conditions in
the arctic and to monitor international
borders or other important areas.
When the devices are laid out onto
a sheet of ice, they can keep track of the
devices that neighbor them. If the ice
sheet moves or calves than the devices will
detect that their neighbors have changed
or disappeared. This event will cause a
propagation of signals that alerts whoever
is monitoring the devices.
Since the devices use antennas to
communicate with each other they can
also detect when other antennas, like in a
cell phone, come near them. By stringing
the devices along a border, they would be
able to detect if someone with an antenna
was traveling along the border or crossing
it.
The devices could also be equipped
with a microphone that is programmed to
send a signal only if the sound of a human
or vehicle is crossing the border as opposed
to an animal, according to Cenek.
He also brought up the environmental
concerns with depositing large amounts
of material into the ecosystem. Cenek’s
team is working on making a degradable
version, or looking toward better ways to
retrieve the devices.
Cenek concluded his presentation
with an acknowledgement to the Arctic
Domain Awareness Center which is part
of the Department of Homeland Security
for their funding of his research.
The Science for Alaska lecture series is
undertaken every year by the Geophysical
Institute for public outreach. The program
started in 1992. The lectures are recorded
and saved on DVDs at the Alaska library
system and on the Geophysical Institute’s
YouTube channel.
The lecture opened with an
introduction by Robert McCoy, the
director of the Geophysical Institute. The
program has been operating for 24 years,
McCoy said in his introduction.
“They’re aimed at the general public,
so they’re not too hard to understand, even
for kids,” Sue Mitchell, public information
officer for the Geophysical Institute, said.
“Anyone can understand and appreciate
and learn something about science.”
The lectures are held at the Westmark
Hotel because the Science for Alaska
lectures held there are better attended,
according to Diana Cambell, Public
Relations Assistant for the Geophysical
Institute.
The funding for this program comes
from the Geophysical Institute, Alaska
Experimental Program to Stimulate
Competitive Research (EPSCoR), and
the Triplehorn family. The overall cost of
the program is about $20,000 according
to Sue Mitchell, the Public Information
Manager for the Geophysical Institute.
The next lecture in the series will take
place on Tuesday, Jan. 26.
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Classroom equipment (5.5%)
Classroom maintenence (0.3%)
Library databases (9.4%)
Academic computers (36.3%)

Personnel (43.1%)
Membership (0.6%)
Mobile classroom laptops (4.8%)

UAS Tech Fee Expenditures

Technology fee
Continued from page 1
One could also argue it constituted a
giveaway to savvy departments who had
members in their corner. In any case, what
the structure favored in terms of studentfocused grant proposals and selections was
unparalleled at any other UA campus.
Nearly every UAF department
benefitted from TAB grants at one time
or another. Departments as diverse as
journalism and geophysics were able to
seek funding for everything from simple
computer lab upgrades, to completely
unexpected ideas such as video backup
servers, specialized microscopes and video
camera-equipped drones.
Joe Hayes was UA student regent
in 1997 when the technology fee was
approved and emphasized the flexibility
offered by allocating funds through the
board’s grant process.
“It did allow for the university to
be able to shift or change at a moment’s
notice and be able to give the students the
best level of technology,” Hayes said in a
2012 interview.
Southeast
UA’s Southeast campus formed their
technology board in 1995, predating the
Regents’ action by a few years.
“It was actually originally part of
this big nation-wide thing for fostering
more innovative use of technology
in instruction,” Vice Chancellor for
Administration Michael Ciri, UAS head
of Information Technology Services, said.
The whole principle was getting
students, faculty and administrators
“collectively talking about this stuff in a
somewhat informal way,” Ciri said. “So it
was kind of neat because you had a variety
of different people at the table.”
The Regent’s new fee put money
behind the ideas under discussion at
UAS. Initially, after infrastructure and
other set costs were covered, there was an
amount left over to fund grants and special
projects. But over time, the cost of those
set expenses increased.
“Since the mid 2000s, really, UAS’s
credited enrollment hasn’t changed
enough to radically change the amount of
money that comes in through the tech fee,”
Ciri said. “The amount of money left over
no longer even covers the replacement of
even general use [equipment].”
Anchorage
Anchorage’s tech council is structured
similar to the Southeast setup. The council
is staffed with faculty and staff, with one
student post selected by UAA’s student
union. Though tech fee funds are held
by the school’s Information Technology
Services, they are distributed at the
discretion of the council.
“We just do the bookkeeping,” said
Associate Vice Chancellor Pat Shier,
UAA’s chief information officer.
UAA’s tech council wasn’t centered on
individual proposals like those seen at UAS
and UAF. Instead, a percentage of the tech
fee was allocated to departments to spend

3

on tech upgrades and upkeep to meet
student needs. As of 2014, grants were
no longer offered to UAA departments
through the council. The tech fee is now
spent entirely on infrastructural needs and
support services.
“That’s how we’ve addressed the
decline in revenues,” Shier said. “And the
increase in the cost of doing business [in
recent years].”
According to Shier, the council still
has a larger role than its Fairbanks and
Southeast counterparts.
“I rely on the UTC not just to allocate
funds,” Shier said, “[but for] strategic
planning.” The council also has a hand in
solving on-campus technology issues such
as internet connection speed and wi-fi
service, according to Shier.
“Not a reflection on the board”
In a June 2014 memo, thenChancellor Brian Rogers announced a
new distribution of the technology fee
diverting 60 percent of collected funds to
the UA Office of Information Technology,
the organization that provides computer
infrastructure and support for both the UA
statewide administration and here at UAF.
Another 25 percent is now routed to
the Rasmuson Library, to fund computer
labs and equipment for checkout. The
remaining 15 percent is distributed by
the school’s Undergraduate Research and
Scholarly Activity group, funding so-called
Innovative Technology and Education
grants.
“The decision to change the allocation
process is not a reflection on this board,”
Rogers said in the memo. “But rather
on the current fiscal situation at the
University and the need to ensure that
existing technology services continue to be
available.”
Karl Kowalski, UA’s chief technology
officer, understands the enthusiasm and
creativity behind the original TAB award
process.
“Being a technologist, I fully
understand the benefit of providing seed
money for wild and crazy ideas that may
spawn innovation and creativity and new
things that may scale to be a benefit to
everyone,” Kowalski said. “There’s no
doubt.”
Fee allocation changes are all about
practicality in the face of dwindling
budgets “slowly whittling away at our
ability to keep classrooms and labs up to
date,” Kowalski said. “The chancellor
decided it was better to do something
more strategic that benefitted everybody.”
Kowalski has argued that OIT receive

the entirety of the tech fee revenue. He
sees the value in the former TAB funds
now going toward undergraduate research
and library media technology grant
program, but believes that the fee should
benefit the greatest number of people
possible.
Even with the increased funding
following from TAB’s demise, according
to Kowalski, his department still struggles
to keep up with smart classroom
maintenance.
“We’re constantly still running around
‘putting out fires,” Kowalski said. “With
bulbs that burn out and people that
accidentally walk away and rip the cord
out of the wall.”
Fees and seeds
The lone part of UAF’s allocation
process that best embodies the old
Technology Advisory Board philosophy
— the fees now paying for undergraduate
research— are divvied up by UAF’s Office
of Undergraduate Research & Scholarly
Activity, which did not request the funding
in the first place.
URSA co-director Trent Sutton said
he isn’t sure “ why that pot of money
came to us.” He was referring to the 15
percent share in UAF tech fees his office
now distributes funding student research
proposals, including related technology
purchases. As with TAB grants, decisions
are made by a committee heavily weighted
with student members. Two faculty, two
undergraduates, and two graduate students
make up most of the board, Sutton
said, with even distribution between arts
disciplines and science disciplines. A staff
member serves as the final voting member
of the group, with URSA administrators
serving in an advisory role.
Though this process mirrors the
gradual changes that occurred at UAA
and UAS, some departments that formerly
benefitted from TAB grants remain
concerned that they won’t have avenues
for technology funding in the future.
“It’s really hard to find funding
for technology that we can put directly
in the hands of students,” said Kade
Mendelowitz, a professor and technical
director of UAF’s theatre department. He
describes himself as “pretty upset” when
he heard about the announcement.
“[Technology] just keeps changing,”
said Mendelowitz. “Keeping up with
that for small departments? Relatively
impossible.”
The Letter of the Law
While the money collected by the
technology fee is used in relatively similar
ways at each of the UA campuses, UAF
currently lacks proper implementation of
the student representative requirement.
There’s no evidence to suggest this is
a deliberate omission, and Fairbanks
remains the only campus with any form of
technology grant program, but in any case
that specific intent of the regents has been
lost. Faced with increased demand for
services and rapidly diminishing budgets,
what was once a driver of innovation
at the University of Alaska is now an
additional means to pay for maintenance
and upkeep.

*approximate based on 2015 data

Computer lab services (37.8%)

Microsoft campus agreement (3.7%)
Print services (2.21%)
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IT call center (37.6%)
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Alaska Alpine Club hosts annual gear exchange
Sarah Manriquez
Photo Editor

Affordable quality outdoor gear,
equipment and clothing in good
condition will be for sale for the annual
gear exchange held by the Alaska Alpine
Club (AAC) on Saturday, Feb. 6 from
1-3p.m. on the upper level in the Wood
Center. The annual gear swap is an event
designed for hikers, climbers, skiers and
outdoorsman alike to buy and sell, used
outdoor gear. A wide selection of items
will be available including tents, sleeping
bags, skis (Alpine, AT, telemark, XC),
boots, poles, snowboards, ice climbing
gear, mountaineering gear, bikes, ice
skates, helmets and river sports equipment.

Here’s how it works; for folks who
are interested in selling your used gear,
equipment or clothing that’s in good
condition, drop off your sale items to the
upper level of the Woodcenter on Friday,
Feb. 5 between 6-9 p.m. or Saturday, Feb.
6 between 10 a.m.-12 p.m. Gear will be
received and tagged for the sale. As this is
a fundraiser for the club, AAC will retain
15 percent of the sale price and reimburse
the seller within a week.
Folks interested in buying, the door
open at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 6 on
the upper level of the Woodcenter and is
first come, first serve. AAC has said that
payment by cash is preferred but the gear
swap also accepts cards.
“Usually there is a line-up of folks
waiting to get first pick of the gear,” Frank

Olive, Alaska Alpine Club advisor, said.
The Alaska Alpine Club is a UAF
student organization—a climbing club that
“was formed to promote the exploration
and enjoyment of Alaskan mountain areas
- areas which are unrivaled.” They have
held the annual gear exchange as their
primary fundraiser for decades.
The annual gear exchange was
originally established by AAC as a way
for students to outfit themselves for the
Intro to Ski Mountaineering class at a
reasonable cost.
“Overall it is a fun way for aspiring
outdoors people and climbers to get their
hands on some cheaper gear that people in
the community are no longer using,” Olive
said.
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Lil Music Reviews

Letter from
the Editor:

by Alan Fearns

A few questions
concerning complete
confidentiality

The University of Alaska
Fairbanks has issued no official
statement concerning the Jan.
13 termination of adjunct metal
smithing instructor Jack Finch’s
contract. Finch’s responsibilities,
which included teaching
all levels of metal smithing
courses at near full capacity,
have been divided between two
replacement instructors.
I n re s p o n s e t o t h e i r
instructor’s dismissal, art
students have banded together
in an attempt to have Finch
reinstated. A petition directed at
Interim Chancellor Mike Powers
and initiated by Autumn Fish, a
biology student, was circulated
last week. Fish used an image of
a heart locket she made in one
of the instructor’s classes as the
feature image for the petition.
Other students have written
letters to UAF administrators
expressing their appreciation of
Finch and their concern at his
absence.
Students are concerned
- even angry. Yet the official
reason why Finch was dismissed
remains shrouded in a veil of
“confidentiality.”
Confidentiality is sometimes
meant to preserve the privacy
of any parties involved in an
employee’s dismissal. Other
times, it is intended to protect
those involved in a case of
misconduct. However, the
value of UAF’s secrecy in this
particular case is questionable at
best.
When such an impassioned
group of students is deprived
of a faculty member who has
fueled their inspiration and led
them through the challenges
provided by a difficult craft,
they are going to act. Refusing
to provide them of any context
for the decision leaves them in
a position where they will cling
to any information they are
allowed, and for the past week,
the information they have been
allowed has consisted in great
part of rumors.
If any one party involved
with Finch’s dismissal were to
provide insight, students would
then be operating with only one
perspective. If that perspective
favored Finch, it might seem
like administrators are trying to
cover their asses.
The main problem is
that an absence of an official
statement from UAF leaves far
too much room for speculation.
Assumptions will be made about
Finch, the art department, CLA
Dean Todd Sher man, and
all other officials, professors,
adjuncts and students involved.
These assumptions could be
far more damaging to peoples’
reputations than the shred of
truth the university would have
to release in order to put the
minds of the concerned at ease.
So here are the questions I’ll
offer: is the tactic of complete
confidentiality being employed
by UAF at this time beneficial
or harmful? Is the principle
of potentially protecting the
privacy of one party worth
the reputation of another? If
someone is at fault, should their
character not be defamed for it?
Finally, is it really impossible to
provide some amount of context
for Finch’s dismissal without
threatening the security of
another individual?
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Lil Ugly Mane
“Oblivion Access”
Genre: slug rap
This album that Lil Ugly Mane
(LUM) released free last month
is supposed to be his final release
ever. The end of the LUM series
and his boxsets are on their way as
well. Those who have previously
purchased from ORMOLYCKA
know that some orders have taken a
great deal of time to arrive. LUM
promised that they have been
shipped and requested that people
not bombard him with complaints.
The album kicks off with
“ E J A C U L AT E D P O I S O N
WRENCH.” Honestly, its just

a bunch of noise, so if you don’t
like noise, skip it. If you do like
noise, embrace it, and if you’ve
never listened to noise, give it a
chance and think about how it
makes you feel. (Listen to track 12,
“COMPLIANCE,” if you enjoyed).
In “COLUMNS” LUM addresses
vegetables, humanity, and columns
such as the one I am writing.
T he next track, “GRAVE
WITHIN A GRAVE” references
the title in the following lines.
In a ‘G RAVE WITHI N
A GRAVE’ was the first time I
prayed. No one here to tell me that I
shouldn’t be afraid. Falling endlessly
deeper, yet immobile and still, in this
infinite ether, watching over my filth.
“OPPOSITE LANES” is really
hard. It has that twinkly Run the
Jewels thing going on for glimmer,
and a bruising bass drum shifting
about. The hi-hat placement is
pretty simple, and there are snare
rolls at the end of every few measures.
At times it feels as though

LUM is addressing a personal
struggle, be it drug addiction
or
physical
handicap.
“I could read a hundred books,
still not know what pill I took. I
could have a million guns, still
walk with ‘ACHILLES FOOT.’”
“COLLAPSE
AND
APPEAR” has robotic, Ventrillo
voice reading his cryptic lyrics
for the latter half of the song.
The tracks coming after
this are transitional drones with
some pleasing sonic artifacts.
The rest of the album
contains a feeling like a
dead weight and wondering
what “it” all means (“INTENT
PURGE AND DISCHARGE”).
I found to be “SLUGS”
to be the highest point in the
album. It basically embodies
everything I like about LUM.
From introspective wordplay to
dirty beats decaying. Plus brass
and piano rolls for my weak spot.

Self Love Test

and treat people with respect,
including yourself. “The Change”
is inspirational for anyone in need
of some motivation. Moments
here recall 70s no-wavers, Swans,
with the hypnotic vocal, but
Parry’s guitar work sounds more
influenced by MeWithoutYou.
Stay tuned for this boundary
pushing musician at the BABY IS
HELL COLD OUTSIDE FEST
on Jan. 30 at the Fairbanks Hub.

Self Love Test Singles
Genre: “gorilla punk” / spoken word
/ electronic
Jay Parry has been making
music for a long time under several
different monikers (T.A.R.A.M.I.S.
and others). His newest musical
incarnation is Self Love Test which
aims to motivate listeners and
encourage them to “Dance More,”

A new single by an Alaskan
friend who goes under the name
Humantanot. He is very mysterious,
and wears a mask. I first heard
of him through “CAPTCHA
CANDY” which was a more guitar
driven album. The new single,

“Hydrogen” (8020722013)”, is
a bit different. While still on an
electronic premises, the music
here is composed in a more
heavily sampled way. It’s very
serene like his previous work,
but more interesting for sure.
“Hydrogen...” is the
first of a weekly project by
Humantanot to drop a new
single every week, totaling in 10
by the end for a complete album
titled “GLOSS DOT NET”.

December. His vocals are mostly
clouded by melancholic guitar chops
here. Long-time TeamSesh producer,
Greaf, actually produces none of
the beats here, instead we have
willie g (Minneapolis), mysticphonk
(Wisconsin), kryptik (Glasgow), hector
vae, fleance, paulie and Brobak
[THRAXXHOUSE]. Lots of fresh
names to me, I was looking forward to
hearing from Rozz Dyliams (used to be
Dylan Ross), but enough about that.
Lil Peep sounds like what Spooky
Black was doing in his “FOREST”
mixtape, before Spooky Black
turned to cloud r&b. In varying
aesthetics, Lil Peep has a stronger
vibe of bleakness, cold, and slums,
which may resonate with listeners of
Bones. This is partly due to Greaf ’s
involvement with TeamSesh, but also

a trait that Lil Peep reps through
the album as his own. The sound
is less mature, but that is to be
expected from such a new artist.
This single does LiL PEEP
justice with its chops that are
scarce to be found on “LIVE
FOREVER”.
PEEP’s flow
switches into half time before
taking on a sustained melody
referencing the song’s title.
The last track on “LIVE
FOREVER” is produced by the
one who produced LiL PEEP’s
“nothing to u” (video made viral
by astari). “give u the moon” is
doesn’t differ much from the other
tracks on the album, LiL PEEP is
just as buried in the mix and only
a few swear words lift out as well as
a snippet of sampled monologue.

Humantanot

“Hydrogen” (8020722013)
Genre: environmental
plunderphonics

Lil Peep

“LIVE FOREVER”
Genre: schemarap
“LIVE FOREVER” is the
third of three releases Lil Peep
dropped on the eleventh of last

Letter to the Editor:
Headlines continue to
affirm that Donald Trump is the
Republican front runner for the
race to the White House. For
almost every such article I see
saying as much, I see another
talking about various hate crimes
at his rallies and Trump’s apparent
nonchalant responses to them.
For example, in Boston, a
homeless Hispanic man was almost
beaten to death by two brothers
citing Trump as their inspiration.
They allegedly said to police
“Donald Trump was right; all
these illegals need to be deported,”

On the dangers of apathy

according to the Boston Globe and
Washington Post. When asked about
this at a rally, Trump responded with
“It would be a shame . . . I will say
that people who are following me
are very passionate. They love this
country and they want this country to
be great again. They are passionate.”
It was not until sometime later that he
tweeted about it, condemning violence
but still condoning the passion.
Regardless of our political
leanings, we ought to ask ourselves
if this is the kind of response we
want from a President in the face of
a hate crime committed in his name.

I am not writing this letter in favor
of any particular party affiliation.
I am simply writing as a Veteran
and concerned citizen of this great
country. I worry, as we all should,
about the level of apathy in the
average voter. As the presidential
election gets closer, let’s all make sure
to vote and that we do it in the most
informed way possible. Whether
conservative or liberal, we should
all be concerned this year with who
wins the keys to the White House.
-Jonathan Quiñones
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ENTERTAINMENT

‘Nook on the Street
Jason Cade

Edward Russell

Freshman

Junior

“They are all really
hard. Maybe English
because there is no
math in it.”

“Thermo dynamics
for mechanical
engineering because
the class is extremely
hard and scary,
but our professor
is awesome so I’m
stoked.”

Gail Brady

Michael Li

Freshman

Freshman

Foreign
Language

Mechanical
Engineering

“English because we
are reading Norse
Mythology and it’s
exciting and badass!”

“Ceramics because
it’s a lot of fun and
I really like it. I
have been doing
it all through high
school and I really
like Jim; he’s a great
professor.”

This week’s ‘Nook on the street was compiled by Sarah Manriquez / Sun Star

Sun Star Picks: UAF and community events
The Sun Star Picks calendar is compiled weekly based on the choices of the editorial staff.

Tuesday / 26
The Science for Alaska Lecture
Series continues this week
on Tuesday, Jan. 26 at the
Westmark Hotel. It is a free public
lecture that will be in the Gold Room.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and the
lecture will begin at 7 p.m. Laura
Conner, research assistant professor of
science education at the Geophysical
Institute at UAF will be discussing,
“Drawing Girls to Science Through
Art.” As once said by the great Mark
Watney (you will need to have seen
The Martian to appreciate this): “In
the face of overwhelming odds, I’m
left with only one option, I’m gonna
have to science the shit out of this.”
Go science things people! -Sarah
Manriquez / Photo Editor

Wednesday / 27
Come to the Pub at 7 p.m. (if
you’re 21+) for one showing
of the DRAW Outdoor Movie
Series. It’ll be so rad - and not just
for the Hump Day specials. Come
watch people do amazing things to
inspire you to also do amazing things!
- Lida Zakurdaew / Distribution
Manager

Thursday / 28
If you’re like me, and have two

writing-intensive correspondence
courses that you didn’t even check
the syllabi of until last week, you
should be sensible and spend
this Thursday getting ahead
on your classwork. It’s not fun to
realize you’re already behind on your
classwork, so get dug out from under
the heap of work that you’ve created
for yourself ! And if you’re totally
caught up, don’t you dare talk to me
right now. - Spencer Tordoff / Web
Editor

Friday / 29
There will be a scholarship
workshop in Room 303 of the
Gruening Building from 5:307 p.m. A UA Scholarship Officer
will present information pertaining
to the UA Scholarship Application.
For those who don’t know, University
of Alaska offers a wide range of
scholarships to students, some of
which can be obtained by filling out
a single application, due Feb. 15. If
you, like me, need as much monetary
assistance as possible to make it
through your degree plan, it’s worth it
to check out the workshop. You never
know what you could gain from it.
-Kyrie Long / Copy Editor

Saturday / 30
Rock the Patty Center for the matchup
between the Saints of Saint’s Martin

and the Alaska Nanooks in a crucial
GNAC battle at 7 p.m. Come on
down, because the Nanooks are doing
well.
-Aaron Walling / Advertising
Manager

www.uafsunstar.com

Yik Yak is a social media app that
allows people anonymously to create
and view “Yaks” within a 5-mile radius.
These Yaks are selected and compiled
by Molly Putman / Layout Editor

How to spot a freshman:
enthusiastic walking, eyes full of
life, Nanook book bag that falls
apart in a week.
Leave my backpack unattended
while i buy s***** food? No thanks.
Dine 49 has lost my business until
they stop that nonsense.
If anything, they should ban
pockets from D49, as it is much
more conspicuous to put stolen
items in your backpack, than your
pockets.
The only thing that goes down on
me is the wifi.
UAA feels earthquake, gets a
degree in geology.
I thought my neighbor was
getting it good, turns out it just an
earthquake. Disappointed, also
relieved.
Note: Although we don’t post
yaks with photos due to space
constraints, I would like it
to be known that for almost
a week the UAF yik yak feed
was filled with people sharing
photos of their dogs. Very
nice.

Sunday / 31
The Sun Star All-Staff meeting
takes place at 1 p.m. in 305
Constitution Hall.
We are
always looking for new reporters,
photographers, and media artists!
Drop by for a free snack and to see
what we’re all about - No experience
or committments required!
-Danny Fisher / Editor-in-Chief

Monday / 1
The Fairbanks Arts Association
is hosting a juror’s lecture by
Anchorage artist Barbara Lavelle in
the Alaska Centennial Center
for the Arts, located at Pioneer
Park. Barbara Lavelle is the guest
juror for the upcoming show “Patterns
of Influence 2016: Vessel” that
will be in the Bear Gallery, so this
would probably be a neato event for
anyone who is interested in art or the
Fairbanks art scene. The lecture is
taking place in the Blue Room
from 7-8 p.m.
-Molly Putman / Layout Editor

Naturally Perspiring
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Last week on
Yik Yak

This week we asked students:
What class are you most excited about this semester?

Petroleum
Engineering

The Sun Star

By Mason Schoemaker

Adventures in Fallout 4: Thug Lyfe Synth
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